**DESCRIPTION**

The SMDK-1004 is a portable palmtop display kit that facilitates the installation of the MicroM, Flame Safeguard Control. It can also be used later to obtain operational and historical information. The SMDK-1004 consists of an ED510 alphanumeric display; a MED2, remote daughter board and a 4 foot cable.

**INSTALLATION**

To install the SMDK, remove the cover from the installed MicroM. With a little force, pull the existing daughter board away from the chassis and lift up and away from its connector, located on the chassis board. Guide the SMDK-1004 daughter board on the same connector and push onto standoff.

**WARNING:** Remove power when servicing the control.
REMOTE DISPLAY

The MicroM provides an interface to the optional ED510 display module. The ED510 connects to the MicroM through the plug-in board using a ED580 cable. The ED580 cable is available in 2, 4, or 8 foot lengths. Part number 129-145-1 (4 ft.), -2 (8 ft.), -4 (2 ft.) is available for remote mounting the ED510 Display Module.

The ED510 Display Module is a backlit, 2 line by 16 character LCD display with keypad to provide both current operation and historical information of the MicroM. The ED510 contains a keypad consisting of three push keys, SCRL, RESET and MODE.

The ED510 displays current burner status, first out annunciation in the event of a lockout condition, historical burner information, detailed lockout information of the last six (6) lockout conditions and programmer configuration information. Through the display the ability to program the unit address for communications, as well as resetting the stored information (cycles, hours, and lockouts) to zero is provided.

Depending on the information being displayed, data is displayed on the ED510 screen in the following locations:

At any time the MicroM is powered, the SCRL key is used to scroll through and display the total number burner hours, burner cycles, burner lockouts and system hours on the bottom line of the ED510 display. The top line will continue to show the current run mode of the control (e.g. PURGE, AUTO, etc.) Following the historical information, the SCRL key will display three (3) sub-menus providing the following information and/or functions:

- Lockout History (with burner cycle and burner hour time stamp).
- Program Setup (to display programmer type, purge timing, switch configuration, etc.)
- System Information (values of average pilot and main flame signal, and reset burner history).

The system sub-menus require the MODE key to gain access to the information associated with each sub-menu. An arrow is displayed in the lower right hand corner of the display to indicate a system sub-menu is available. Once within the sub-menu, pressing the SCRL key displays the next item within the sub-menu, and pressing the MODE key will exit the sub-menu and return the display to the top of the main menu.